Wrapped in Warmth

Embraced by Elliott Bay, The Edgewater stands watch over the Olympic Mountains and Seattle skyline. Practically floating on water, the hotel boasts an authentic Pacific Northwest experience including aluminum exteriors, natural wood interiors and river-rock fireplaces. Whether guests choose to partake in a fine meal and expertly poured cocktails at Six Seven or read a book in the magical lounge flanked with legendary past guests pictures including The Beatles and KISS or explore the Seattle landmarks all within walking distance, this classic landmark is defined through its culture and distinctive atmosphere. The hotel was built in 1962 for the World Fair, along with the Space Needle.

Seattle’s Only Waterfront Hotel

Nestled on Seattle’s waterfront at Pier 67, The Edgewater Hotel is the only waterfront hotel in the area giving guests glistening views of the Olympic Mountains and Elliott Bay. Explorers enjoy a short walk to explore Seattle’s Pike Place Market, the famous Space Needle, Olympic Sculpture Park, as well as many other landmarks and places of interest.

Rock ‘n Roll History

The Edgewater Hotel was formerly named the Edgewater Inn and Camelot in its early years. The hotel is the only over-water and waterfront hotel in the Seattle area, boasting early advertising slogans such as “fish from your room.” Edgewater was originally built for the Century 21 exposition, 1962 World’s Fair. Since then, this boutique hotel has marked its place in history as the host to many famous names in the music scene from The Beatles to Blondie.

Famous for hosting the most well-known names in music, such as The Beatles during their visit in 1964 during the height of Beatlemania and Led Zeppelin who had an impromptu soccer game in the lobby with a front desk employee instead of signing her soccer ball. Other famous guests include KISS, the Rolling Stones and Frank Zappa.

Dining at Six Seven

The award-winning restaurant combines breathtaking panoramic views of Elliott Bay and the Olympic Mountains with Northwest inspired cuisine. With floor to ceiling windows, Six Seven dishes up Seattle’s best view. Guests dine indoors or out, Six Seven features seasonally inspired cuisine crafted with only the freshest and finest organic and naturally raised ingredients, procured by Executive Chef Jesse Souza. For guests in the mood for a crisp, comforting cocktail, the hotel’s sleek lounge is also available.

Lodge-Inspired Accommodations

223 guest rooms including a Penthouse Suite and Beatles Suite.

The quintessential hotel with AAA Four Diamond status offers guests luxuriate in the famously captivating views enticing them to explore Seattle. Warm your toes after a long day out by the gas fireplace that is included in every room. The rooms are designed in an elegant, yet warm Pacific Northwest style. Welcoming guests with a teddy bear and fireplace, all rooms provide custom bedding with down blankets and bath amenities complete with a rubber duck.

The Edgewater has two specialty suites: The Beatles Suite and The Penthouse for guest to experience a truly memorable stay.

“Going Green” is a concept the hotel has won two Green Eco-Leaf ratings for by implementing many eco-friendly procedures such using local growers and food supplies at Six Seven restaurant and 100% recyclable guest key cards.

Meetings

Over 10,000 square feet of flexible meeting space.

Paired with unparallel views of the Elliott Bay or Seattle skyline, The Edgewater offers many different meeting spaces ranging from large conventions to small business meetings. High-speed wireless internet access is available to all as well as in-house audiovisual capabilities.

The Olympic Ballroom has floor-to-ceiling windows to capture the beauty of Seattle, while the Terrace Deck allows guests to toast the Bride and Groom with the sparkle of Downtown Seattle’s skyline. The Edgewater has unique accommodations suitable for events from Bridal Showers to Rehearsal dinners as well.

Special Occasions

Voted “Best Quintessential Seattle-Area Reception Site” by Seattle Bride Magazine, The Edgewater’s breathtaking views of the majestic mountain range backdrop paired with a warming pink sunset and glistening Elliott Bay is an unforgettable location for the magical celebrations in life.

Air Access

Seattle – Tacoma International Airport
20 minute drive from the airport

Reservations
1.800.624.0670 | 206.728.7000
www.edgewaterhotel.com